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QGP4 particle cumulants: flow vs. 
non-flow

Constraints in large systems

Comparing IP-Glasma vs. 
Trento vs. IP-Jazma

Deformed ions: testing bed

Particle Identification 
shouldn’t be ignored

THEORY VS. 
DATA



FLOW VS. NON-FLOW IN SINGLE 
EVENT

Flow: single particle distribution

Non-Flow: 2+ particle correlations

Jets/resonances- short range in rapidity, use a 
rapidity gap

Color Glass condensate- long range in rapidity

Hydrodynamics has single particle emission from 
the freeze-out hypersurface

Color Glass condensate- some models produce 
this! e.g. color electric fields Phys.Lett. B743 (2015) 134-137

Bilandzic, Schnellings, Voloshin, Phys.Rev.C83:044913,2011

https://arxiv.org/search/nucl-ex?searchtype=author&query=Bilandzic%2C+A


Flow

vn = ⟨einϕ⟩

FLOW: Independently emitted single 
particle contribution in a single event

δ2,n
Non-FLOW: Irreducible 2 particle 

correlations from a single event

δv
2,n ≡

v2
n

Npairs ∫ d3pad3pbδ2 (pa, pb) cos n (ϕa + ϕb − 2Ψn)Correlations between 
flow and non-flow in a 

single event

Distribution of pairs in a single event:
dNpairs

d3pad3pb
=

dN
d3pa

dN
d3pb

factorizes

+ δ2(pa, pb)

irreducible

dN
d3p

FLOW: Azimuthal anisotropy of a single event 
from independently emitted particles

Azimuthal anisotropies:



2 PARTICLE CUMULANT

Luzum and Petersen J.Phys. G41 (2014) 063102 

vn{2} = (⟨v̄2
n⟩⏟

flow

+ ⟨δ2,n⟩
⏟
non flow

)1/2Integrated

vn{2} = cn{2} Event averaged quantity

cn{2} = ⟨⟨ein(ϕ1−ϕ2)⟩pairs⟩events
Here I’m explicitly defining that we 
average first over pairs then events, 
will generally just use <…> for both 

in the future.



4 PARTICLE CUMULANT

vn{4}4 ≡ 2vn{2}4 − ⟨⟨ein(ϕ1 + ϕ2 − ϕ3 − ϕ4)⟩quads⟩events

Luzum and Petersen J.Phys. G41 (2014) 063102 

vn{4} = (−cn{4})1/4
Event averaged quantity

As with the two particle cumulant, we first average over pairs in a 
single event, then we average over all events.  



4 PARTICLE CUMULANT

vn{4}4 ≡ 2vn{2}4 − ⟨⟨ein(ϕ1 + ϕ2 − ϕ3 − ϕ4)⟩quads⟩events

= 2⟨v2
n + δ2,n⟩2 − ⟨v4

n + 2δ2
2,n + 4v2

nδ2,n + 2δv
2,n + 4δv

3,n + δ4,n⟩

Luzum and Petersen J.Phys. G41 (2014) 063102 

vn{4} = (−cn{4})1/4



4 PARTICLE CUMULANT: FLOW

Flow only

vn{4}4
flow only = 2⟨v̄2

n⟩2 − ⟨v̄4
n⟩

Luzum and Petersen J.Phys. G41 (2014) 063102 

vn{4} = (−cn{4})1/4

vn{4}4 ≡ 2vn{2}4 − ⟨⟨ein(ϕ1 + ϕ2 − ϕ3 − ϕ4)⟩quads⟩events

= 2⟨v2
n + δ2,n⟩2 − ⟨v4

n + 2δ2
2,n + 4v2

nδ2,n + 2δv
2,n + 4δv

3,n + δ4,n⟩

Total factorization to single particle



4 PARTICLE CUMULANT: 
NON-FLOW

Non-Flow only

vn{4}4
nonflow only = 2 [⟨δ2,n⟩2 − ⟨δ2

2,n⟩] − ⟨δ4,n⟩

= − 2 Var(δ2,n)

>0

− ⟨δ4,n⟩
⏟

suppressed N2
c

vn{4} = ( − #)1/4 = i#

vn{4} = (−cn{4})1/4

vn{4}4 ≡ 2vn{2}4 − ⟨⟨ein(ϕ1 + ϕ2 − ϕ3 − ϕ4)⟩quads⟩events

= 2⟨v2
n + δ2,n⟩2 − ⟨v4

n + 2δ2
2,n + 4v2

nδ2,n + 2δv
2,n + 4δv

3,n + δ4,n⟩

Single particle is isotropic

See also Kovner Thurs. 



WHAT IF THE VARIANCE=0?

vn{4}4
nonflow only = − 2 Var(δ2,n)

>0

− ⟨δ4,n⟩
⏟

suppressed N2
c

If a model doesn’t include event-by-event fluctuations
−2Var(δ2,n) → 0

vn{4}4
nonflow only → − ⟨δ4,n⟩

Where ⟨δ4,n⟩ does not have a definite sign 

Thus,  vn{4}4
nonflow only = ± But the variance term exists 

and is not small, as we will 
soon see.



FLOW+NON-FLOW

Flow+Non-Flow: Mixing Terms

Luzum and Petersen J.Phys. G41 (2014) 063102 

vn{4}4 = 2⟨v2
n + δ2,n⟩2 − ⟨v4

n + 2δ2
2,n + 4v2

nδ2,n + 2δv
2,n + 4δv

3,n + δ4,n⟩

Flow

Non-Flow



What is “an event”?
What are you sampling?

For a single event, is the single 
particle distribution isotropic?

Yes

No

Non-Flow only.
⟨einϕ⟩ = 0

You have Flow.         
⟨einϕ⟩ ≠ 0

c2{4} = 2Var [⟨ein(ϕ1−ϕ2)⟩] + ⟨δ4⟩

Are there fluctuations of                     ?⟨ein(ϕ1−ϕ2)⟩

Yes

No

c2{4} ≥ 0

c2{4} = ⟨δ4⟩
Either sign

Are all particles produced 
independently (factorized) in an 

event?
Yes

No

Flow only.
  

Natural hierarchy of 
m- particle 
correlations

The FLOW chart

c2{4} ≤ 0Mostly

Flow+non-flow.
Either sign.

c2{4} = − 2⟨v2
2⟩2 + ⟨v4

2⟩



What is “an event”?
What are you sampling?

For a single event, is the single 
particle distribution isotropic?

Yes

No

Non-Flow only.
⟨einϕ⟩ = 0

You have Flow.         
⟨einϕ⟩ ≠ 0

c2{4} = 2Var [⟨ein(ϕ1−ϕ2)⟩] + ⟨δ4⟩

Are there fluctuations of                     ?⟨ein(ϕ1−ϕ2)⟩

Yes

No

c2{4} ≥ 0

c2{4} = ⟨δ4⟩
Either sign

Are all particles produced 
independently (factorized) in an 

event?
Yes

No

Flow only.
  

Natural hierarchy of 
m- particle 
correlations

The FLOW chart

c2{4} ≤ 0Mostly

Flow+non-flow.
Either sign.

c2{4} = − 2⟨v2
2⟩2 + ⟨v4

2⟩

Parton Model HydroOur 
CGC 
model

MSTV
?



NON-FLOW VS. BOTH

Non-Flow only Flow+Non-Flow: Mixing Terms

Bzdak and Ma Phys.Lett. B781 (2018) 117-121 

v2{4}4 = − c2{4}

Momentum 
conservation



OUR MODEL BASED ON COLOR 
GLASS CONDENSATE

v2 Kovchegov & Wertepny Nucl.Phys. A906 (2013) 50-83 ; Nucl.Phys. A925 
(2014) 254-295; Int.J.Mod.Phys.Conf.Ser. 25 (2014) 1460023 

v3 Kovchegov & Skokov Phys.Rev. 
D97 (2018) no.9, 094021

Assumptions:

Semi-Dilute Semi-Dilute limit (pT dependence factorizes)

                       we estimate 

No coupling to gradients of

No initialized momentum

No color field sampling

p2
T ≫ Q2

s pT ⪆ 2 GeV

No 4 particle correlation 
(suppressed by          )

Here                        
1/N2

c

Q2
s

vn{4}4
N.F. only ≈ − 2Var(δ2,n)



OUR COLOR GLASS 
CONDENSATE MODEL

v2 Kovchegov & Wertepny Nucl.Phys. A906 (2013) 50-83 ; Nucl.Phys. A925 
(2014) 254-295; Int.J.Mod.Phys.Conf.Ser. 25 (2014) 1460023 

v3 Kovchegov & Skokov Phys.Rev. 
D97 (2018) no.9, 094021

δ4 = 0

δ2,2(p1, p2)
L.O.=

1
N2

tot (∫ d2x⊥T2
A( ⃗x ⊥) T2

B( ⃗x ⊥)) f(p1, p2)

δ2,3(p1, p1)
N.L.O.=

1
N2

tot (∫ d2x⊥T3
A( ⃗x ⊥) T3

B( ⃗x ⊥)) g(p1, p2)

TA & TB sampled in Trento



OUR COLOR GLASS 
CONDENSATE MODEL

v2 Kovchegov & Wertepny Nucl.Phys. A906 (2013) 50-83 ; Nucl.Phys. A925 
(2014) 254-295; Int.J.Mod.Phys.Conf.Ser. 25 (2014) 1460023 

v3 Kovchegov & Skokov Phys.Rev. 
D97 (2018) no.9, 094021

δ2,2(p1, p2)
L.O.=

1
N2

tot (∫ d2x⊥T2
A( ⃗x ⊥) T2

B( ⃗x ⊥)) f(p1, p2)

δ2,3(p1, p1)
N.L.O.=

1
N2

tot (∫ d2x⊥T3
A( ⃗x ⊥) T3

B( ⃗x ⊥)) g(p1, p2)

Cancels 
for ratios

δ4 = 0



dAu 200GeV 

Everything 
sampled 

with same
TA & TB

( v2{4}
v2{2} )

4

=
−2VAR(⟨δ2⟩)⟩

v2{2}
∼ − 0.5



PARTON MODEL ( v2{4}
v2{2} )

4

= −
⟨δ4,2⟩
v2{2}

Taking Nc>2
v2{4}
v2{2}

= (
−⟨δ4,2⟩
v2{2} )

1/4

≈ 0.25 to 0.5

Dusling, Mace, Venugopalan Phys.Rev. D97 (2018) no.1, 016014 

−⟨δ4,2⟩
v2{2}

≈ 0.004 to 0.06

http://inspirehep.net/author/profile/Venugopalan%2C%20Raju?recid=1606093&ln=en


IS THIS VARIANCE “LARGE”?
vn{4}4

v2{2}4
N.F. only

=
−2Var(δ2,n)

v2{2}4
−

⟨δ4,n⟩
v2{2}4

vn{4}4

v2{2}4
N.F. only

≈ − 0.5 + 0.06 → − 0.44

N2
c suppressed

Ozonder Phys.Rev. D91 
(2015) no.3, 034005 



We can calculate estimates for                  using the exact same events in Trento, 

assuming linear response.

How does this compare to hydrodynamics?

[ v4{4}
v2{2} ]

4



dAu 200GeV (v2{4}/v2{2})4

Actually,  
 
    

we’ll discuss that 
assumption later

ε2{4}
ε2{2}



In fact, there’s evidence arguing that we need to consider sub nucleonic initial 

conditions (eccentric protons) or at the very least “spikier” initial conditions.

Why should Trento’s best fit parameters in AA work in 
day?

Eccentric protons
Heikki Mäntysaari et al Phys.Lett. B772 (2017) 681-686 
Schenke Venugopalan Phys.Rev.Lett. 113 (2014) 102301 

http://inspirehep.net/author/profile/M%C3%A4ntysaari%2C%20Heikki?recid=1598626&ln=en


pPb and “Spiky” initial conditions

We need more and better data 
here.  

Experimentalists, please 
extrapolate the error bars for 
the ratio!

Calculated with eccentricities, 
we expect actual hydro to 
suppress this ratio further.

w
w

w

JNH, Noronha, Gyulassy Phys.Rev. C93 (2016) no.2, 024909 



dAu 200GeV (v2{4}/v2{2})4

Nucleon width determines 
sign change of flow picture



SIGN CHANGE AND NUCLEON 
WIDTH

[PHENIX] Phys. Rev. Lett. 120, 062302 (2018)

From initial conditions alone, no hydro!



POST HYDRO EXPECTATION

Shifts sign change to 
larger dN/dy

Hydro expectations from Sievert and JNH  arXiv:1901.01319



POST HYDRO EXPECTATION

Shifts total 
magnitude 

downwards due to 
non-linear 
response*

Hydro expectations from Sievert and JNH  arXiv:1901.01319

*JNH,Yan,Gardim,Ollitrault 
Phys. Rev. C 93, 014909 

(2016)



WHAT ABOUT SUB-NUCLEONIC 
FLUCTUATIONS

Trento+substructure 
Moreland, Bernhard, Bass 
arXiv:1808.02106 

Substructure gives 
real              , 

Across all 
centralities

v2{4}

http://arxiv.org/abs/arXiv:1808.02106


MULTIPLICITY DISTRIBUTION

Trento+sub-structure does 
poorly with Nch

dAu 200 GeV STAR



v2 vs. v3 event-by-event basis

vs .

NSC(3,2) Flow=
⟨v2

2v2
3⟩

⟨v2
2⟩⟨v2

3⟩
− 1

NSC(3,2) N.F.=
⟨δ2δ3⟩

⟨δ2⟩⟨δ3⟩
− 1

Normalized symmetric cumulants

NSC(m,n) sensitive to method of 
centrality binning/multiplicity 
weighing 

Gardim, Grassi, Luzum, JNH Phys.Rev. C95 (2017) 
no.3, 034901 



dAu 200GeV NSC(3,2)

NSC(3,2) Npart scaling see Sievert and JNH  arXiv:1901.01319



HYDRO: UNIVERSAL SCALING

Sievert and JNH
arXiv:1901.01319

Same predicted for other 
NSC(mn,) and EP 

correlations

ALICE data to compare for the future 
https://arxiv.org/pdf/1903.01790.pdf

https://arxiv.org/pdf/1903.01790.pdf


CONSTRAINTS IN LARGE 
SYSTEMS

+



CONSTRAINTS IN LARGE 
SYSTEMS

Fluctuations in vn’s primarily 
drive by initial conditions

v2 {4}/v2 {2} =fluctuations

Alba et al, Phys.Rev. C98 (2018) no.3, 034909 



ELLIPTICAL FLOW 
FLUCTUATIONS

Giacalone, JNH, Ollitrault,  
Phys.Rev. C95 (2017) no.5, 054910 

Here we assumed

vn{4}
vn{2}

=
εn{4}
εn{2}

Linear response only!



TRIANGULAR FLOW 
FLUCTUATIONS

Giacalone, JNH, Ollitrault,  
Phys.Rev. C95 (2017) no.5, 054910 



INITIAL CONDITIONS IN LARGER 
SYSTEMS

MC Glauber fails in central collisions for both v2 and v3

All initial conditions struggle to capture v3 fluctuations in central 
collisions

What does this mean for small systems? Can we still assume 
linear response there?



TYPICAL 
EVENTS

 39

PbPb and XeXe 
events larger, more 

elliptical. 
 

ArAr and OO 
smaller and rounder.

Small systems 
are hotter

Sievert and JNH
arXiv:1901.01319



LINEAR RESPONSEε2 → v2

v2{2} v3{2} v1 v4+

Gardim et al, PRC85(2012)024908,;Gardim,JNH,Luzum,Grassi PRC91(2015)3,034902 

Qn =
⟨vnεn cos n (ψn − ϕn)⟩

⟨v2
n⟩⟨ε2

n⟩

Vn = {vn, ψn}ℰn = {εn, ϕn}• These are vectors: 

• Pearson coefficients quantify linear response, much 
better than just plotting one versus the other.  Makes 
comparisons between systems possible. 
 
 

• Only                      are mostly from linear response,               
come from non-linear response AND mode mixing!



COMPLICATIONS IN MAPPING
ε2 → v2



Linear response

Linear+cubic response

Vpred
n = γnℰn

Vpred
n = κ1,nℰn + κ2,n |εn |2 ℰn

Teaney,Yan,PRC83(2011)064904;Gardim,et al,PRC85(2012)024908;PRC91(2015)3,034902 

JNH,Yan,Gardim,Ollitrault Phys. Rev. C 93, 014909 (2016)

LINEAR+CUBIC RESPONSE



WHAT TYPE OF RESPONSE IS 
EXPECTED IN SMALL SYSTEMS?

• Small systems have larger gradients

• But, they’re hotter and rounder (cubic response shows 
more in peripheral collisions)



PEARSON COEFFICIENT

Scaling by Npart we find that small systems experience more 
linear response than large systems with the same Npart.

Perfect linear mapping

No correlation whatsoever



LINEAR ONLY VS. LINEAR+CUBIC 
RESPONSE

Small system have little cubic response, mostly linear



PREDICTIVE POWER

 46



PREDICTIVE POWER

 47

Actual hydrodynamic 
calculations experience a sign 

change at more central 
centralities (e.g. larger dN/dy) 
than linear response would 

indicate.



MAJOR TAKE-AWAYS

Linear response still dominates in small systems, but cubic 
response also plays a role. 

Peripheral small systems ¯\_(ツ)_/¯

Changing system sizes is a stringent test on initial conditions



IP-GLASMA VS. TRENTO 
VS. IP-JAZMA

Gale et al, Phys.Rev.Lett. 110 (2013) no.1, 012302 

We know IP-Glasma fits the data well already



TRENTO* MATCHES IP-GLASMA

* p = 0, k = 1.6, σ = 5.1

p = 0

p = 1

p = − 1

Moreland, Bernhard, Bass 
Phys.Rev. C92 (2015) no.1, 011901 

This is only the mean.  
What about fluctuations??

Why do we care? Trento is a parameterized initial condition, 
helps us to understand what physics is actually from CGC and 

what is not.  



TRENTO DOES VERY WELL
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Nearly identical, but eccentricities 
would be better to compare

Sievert, Wertenpy, Luzum, JNH, Rao, Carzon, 
Nunes to appear shortly 

Schenke, Shen, Tribedy 
arXiv:1901.04378 



LHC XeXe Collisions Puzzle

First differences between Trento and IP-Glasma noticed!

Giacalone, JNH et al, Phys.Rev. C97 (2018) no.3, 034904 

CMS-PAS-HIN-18-001



HOW DOES IP-JAZMA COMPARE?

J. Nagle 
WWND19

Matches up to ~50% centrality
Best fit to Trento TaTb k=0.5

T. Nunes

What about vn fluctuations?

∝ TATB



IP-JAZMA ECCENTRICITY 
FLUCTUATIONS

IP-Jazma has more ecc2 fluctuations than Trento, likely more 
than IP-Glasma as well. 

IP-Jazma appears to 
still match Trento TaTb 

k=0.5



MULTIPLICITY FLUCTUATIONS

Trento p=0 matches 
data well already, TaTb 

scenarios would 
struggle. 

∝ TATB



SCALING OF CGC

Lappi Phys.Lett. B643 (2006) 11-16 

∝ TATB only at τ0 = 0

At later times ∝ Q3
s /τ



DEFORMED IONS



ULTRACENTRAL COLLISIONS

CGC from: Kovchegov and Wertepny Nucl.Phys. A925 (2014) 254-295 

Semi-dilute Semi-dilute 
limit

CGC scales with 
multiplicity

http://inspirehep.net/author/profile/Kovchegov%2C%20Yuri%20V.?recid=1261992&ln=en


EFFECT CONSISTENT IN SMALL 
SYSTEMS

Large multiplicity fluctuations would lead to a significant effect



PRELIMINARY: INITIALIZING 
FLAVOR

 60

New framework in the “semi-dilute”/dense regime from CGC

Initialize quark anti-quark pairs 
from gluon splittings

Martinez, Sievert, Wertepny arXiv:1808.04896;
 JHEP 1807 (2018) 003  

http://arxiv.org/abs/arXiv:1808.04896


OVERALL CONCLUSIONS

We need to be on the same page with what is “flow” versus 
“non-flow”.  Flow= any single particle distribution, this doesn’t 
need to be from hydro!

Non-flow only scenario produces imagine 4 particle cumulants

Deformed ions provide a good test bed of CGC vs. Hydro

Straightforward improvements (coupling to gradients etc) that 
should be explored



HYDRO CONCLUSIONS

Sign change of            determined by gaussian nucleon width

Subtle differences between IP-Glasma/Trento vs. IP-Jazma

Symmetric cumulants and ratios of                can help constrain 
initial condition models in small systems

We shouldn’t forget about PID. I have a lot more thoughts on 
this but will leave for another day.

c2{4}

v2{4}
v2{2}



SET UP
• TRENTO initial conditions

• v-USPhydro

• 2+1 EOS  
based on Lattice QCD                          
PDG16+

• Assume all systems have the same scaling constant                          
e.g.                   where 

• Parameters: η/s = 0.047 TFO = 150 MeV τ0 = 0.06 fm

S0 = a ⋅ s̃

JNH Phys.Rev. C88 (2013) no.4, 044916 ; Phys.Rev. C90 (2014) no.3, 034907

Moreland, Bernhard, Bass Phys.Rev. C92 (2015) no.1, 011901 

Alba et al, Phys.Rev. C98 (2018) no.3, 034909  

Alba et al, Phys.Rev. D96 (2017) no.3, 034517 

[WB] Phys. Lett. B730, 99 (2014)

a = 120 ± 1



DEFINITIONS OF RESPONSE 
COEFFICIENTS

κn =
Re (⟨ |εn |6 ⟩⟨vnε*n ⟩ − ⟨ |εn |4 ⟩⟨vnε*n |εn |2 ⟩)

⟨ |εn |6 ⟩⟨ |εn |2 ⟩ − ⟨ |εn |4 ⟩2

κ′�n =
Re (−⟨ |εn |4 ⟩⟨vnε*n ⟩ + ⟨ |εn |2 ⟩⟨vnε*n |εn |2 ⟩)

⟨ |εn |6 ⟩⟨ |εn |2 ⟩ − ⟨ |εn |4 ⟩2



HADRONIZATION

Esposito and Gyulassy 
Physics Letters B (2015), pp. 

433-440

Gluons only

Independent 
fragmentation

Lund Model


